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Advanced White Top Liner 

A. Noss und J. Hagen, Hamburger Rieger GmbH&Co.KG, Spremberg / Germany 

Hamburger Rieger is the European leader in white top testliner. The production sites in Trostberg and 

Spremberg produce 450 000 tonnes per year, composed of one third coated and two thirds uncoated 

white top testliner. “SpreeWhite“, “RiegerTop” and especially “RiegerLiner” are real brand products and 

differentiate themselves by excellent print properties and hight quality. 

The common bases for these products are a multi-layered sheet formation with a separate underliner 

and top layer, special machine concepts that are optimised for a smooth surface without marks, and an 

elaborate calender. The concepts are going to be explained in in detail for each of the paper machines. 

In keeping with market trends, and emphasized by the fierce competition and the related strains in the 

sourcing of white raw materials, Hamburger Rieger has been working on increasing product quality and 

saving fibre material for many years. As a consequence of these considerations, a film press including 

coating colour preparation and coat drying was put into operation at the PM1 in Spremberg. In this way, 

the foundations have been laid for produce of pigmented white topliner. The technology leads to 

improved coverage and whiteness, and also reduces the work of the calender. This, in turn, increases 

the evenness of the paper surface. Furthermore, it increases flexibility regarding the use of raw-

resources and top-layer weight. Hence, the demand of wood-free white  recycled paper grades is 

reduces. Maintaining the colour absorption and drying behaviour of the normal uncoated liner, despite 

the pigmentation of the paper surface, was challenging. This was required to allow for the unrestricted 

use of the liner on fast processing and printing machines without additional drying. Although the coating 

or pigmentation via a film press does not represent new technology, together with the characteristics of 

an uncoated liner it is very much a unique process and Hamburger Rieger has submitted a patent 

application for it. 

Over the course of the year 2012, a great  number of trials were run on the paper machine and with 

several customers. At the end of the year we can now announce the market readiness of the new 

product, or rather the new mode of paper machine operation. The main grade “SpreeWhite C” is already 

produced according to the new method, and the remaining grades (“SpreeWhite B” and “RiegerTop”) are 

going to be adapted in the course of this year as well. Aside from this product, the Hamburger 

Containerboard Division continues to look into further projects for expansion and growth. The main focus 

of these considerations is to defend and expand the market leadership position and to participate and 

benefit in the growth of this product sector. Hamburger is going to invest in additional white and coated 

capacity in the near and medium term future. The PM4 at the Austrian production site in Pitten is being 

converted to create an additional capacity of approx. 150 000 t/a of “White Top Liner”. Furthermore, an 

coating unit and two additional calenders will be installed at the PM1 in Spremberg. The PM2 in 

Trostberg focuses on the premium grade sector, especially high quality preprint. Spremberg is going to 

focus on the market of coated grades, particularly postprint. The past years have shown a growth in the 

demand for liner in widths between 2.5m and 2.8m, which will be covered with this investment. With the 

aforementioned strategy and products, Hamburger will increase its white top liner capacity to approx. 

600 000 t/a and systematically complement its product portfolio. 


